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Abstract

High-altitude airships can be used to transport substantial payloads to the

stratosphere and remain there over long periods of time. In this paper, an

algorithm for the design of high-altitude airship envelopes, accounting for uncer-

tainties, is developed and applied. The algorithm is based on the non-intrusive

polynomial chaos expansion scheme, which is employed to build a stochastic

kriging metamodel. Two uncertainties are examined and characterized: 1) the

stratospheric wind fluctuations using reanalysis datasets and 2) the variability

in the turbulence levels. The method results are discussed to address the rele-

vancy of the uncertainties. It is found that the drag coefficient of stratospheric

envelopes can vary by as much as 30 percent. As a case of study, an ideal strato-

spheric airship is considered, operating at an altitude of 20 km, at a latitude of

30cN and carrying a payload of 250 kg. The baseline design follows the shape of

the ZHIYUAN-1 envelope and the cost function to be minimized is the average

mission drag coefficient. Due to the new method, a significant reduction (4%)

of the average drag of the aircraft is achieved.
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Nomenclature

Aui Parameters of the CST parameterization

CD,v Volumetric drag coefficient

CD,p Volumetric pressure drag coefficient
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CD,v Volumetric friction drag coefficient

CD Stochastic operator used to compute the CD,v

ĈD Approximation of the function CD
CN1

N2
Class function

CFD Computational fluid dynamics

CDF Cumulative distribution function

E Expectation operator

F Cost function

FFD Free-form deformation

HAPS High-Altitude Pseudo-Satellites

k Turbulence kinetic energy

Kv Speed constant

L Airship length

Ma Mach number

MC Monte Carlo method

MSE Mean squared error

NIPC Non-intrusive polynomial chaos

PDF Probability density function

RBF Radial basis function

Re Reynolds number

RMS Root mean square

X Multivariate random variable

Si Univariate random variable/ Component shape function

SL Sea level

Su Shape function equation for the upper surface

Tu∞ Turbulence levels (%)

U Wind velocity

UQ Uncertainty Quantification

V Airship volume

Y Multivariate stochastic function
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Ŷi NIPC expansion coefficients

w Velocity

α Angle of attack

∆ζhull Thickness of the trailing edge

φ One dimensional polynomial basis function

Φi Multivariate orthogonal polynomial basis function

ψ Dimensionless coordinate x/c

ζ Dimensionless coordinate y/c

µ Kinematic viscosity/mean

ρ Air density

ν Kinematic viscosity

νt Turbulence viscosity

ω Turbulence specific dissipation rate

σ Standard deviation

1. Introduction1

In recent years, there is a growing interest in High Altitude Pseudo-Satellites2

(HAPS) due to their relevant applications in Telecommunications, Earth Obser-3

vations and Defense [1]. Although the technical difficulties are still very defiant,4

recent advances in the field of solar cells, batteries or fabric materials have5

overcome traditional limitations and notably improved the feasibility of those6

platforms.7

Energy management onboard the platform is a key issue that limits platform8

size and flight endurance. Related to this, the drag coefficient of the airship9

plays a very relevant role, as most of the energy consumption required to keep10

the platform flying is used to compensate aerodynamic drag. At the end, that11

means drag value strongly conditions the required size of the batteries, the solar12

panels and even the propellers [2]. About the 60-70% of the total drag is due13

to the hull [3]. Thus, to reduce the total drag, the first step is to improve the14
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aerodynamic design of the hull.15

Previous studies have explored the shape optimization of stratospheric air-16

ship [3, 4] and, also, have studied their aerodynamic characteristics [5][6][7] and17

the effect of the propeller [4].18

However, this studies suffer from the fact that they do not address the ro-19

bustness of the designs. Therefore, a poor performance might be obtained under20

off-design operational conditions attending to mission phases, maneuvers or en-21

vironmental conditions.22

Typically, the robustness of designs has been analyzed in multidisciplinary23

studies [8, 9] integrating different disciplines such as energy management, ther-24

mal control, structural and aerodynamic design [10, 11].25

This study, however, focuses on the way in which the robust aerodynamic26

design of stratospheric airship hulls can improve the overall performance of the27

mission. Although a full discussion of all the uncertainties in the hull design is28

beyond the scope of this study, two of the most relevant environmental effects29

impacting aerodynamics are considered: the variation of the wind intensity and30

air turbulence levels.31

Despite many designers consider constant wind (for a fixed altitude) in their32

analysis, the wind intensity is better fit by a Weibull distribution [12]. The33

impact of this variation in the mean drag coefficient of the hull has received34

scant attention in the research literature. Furthermore, due to the low density,35

the Reynolds number of these airships is lower than in the traditional ones.36

Thus, aerodynamic coefficients can be significantly affected by wind turbulence37

levels in the far-field region [13].38

Generally speaking, the introduction of uncertainties into the design has39

been done following different approaches. For example, Kumar [14] combined40

the non-intrusive polynomial chaos (NIPC) with adjoint formulations using the41

CFD code SU2 [15]. The method was applied to a 2D transonic airfoil under42

uncertainties in the Mach number and angle of attack. However, these uncer-43

tainties were not related to real operational conditions. The study was focused44

on the design method and, thus, the uncertainty modeling was not studied in45
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depth. The main disadvantage of this method is that the adjoint formulation46

can be difficult to implement in some cases —the adjoint system equations are47

not the same as the equations of the system that is being modeled, so the solvers48

have to be customized—.49

As alternative, Liatsikouras et al. [16] proposed a new method based on50

evolutionary algorithms combined with the non-intrusive Polynomial Chaos.51

They applied it to the optimization of 2D airfoils and S-Bend Duct. This method52

can be easily adapted to a broad range of situations, however, it is based on53

an on–line trained metamodel implemented within an evolutionary algorithm.54

This might be a problem if the computational load is high enough to require55

High Performance Computing centers. In that case, an off-line approach is more56

adequate.57

Within the naval field, Serani et al. [17] proposed a new algorithm for ship58

hull optimization based on 4 steps 1) dimensionality reduction of the design59

space, 2) adaptive metamodeling, 3) uncertainty quantification and 4) multi-60

objective global optimization algorithms. Its final design achieved an expected61

mean value of total drag of -2.8 %.62

Following previous studies on robust optimization, the design algorithm con-63

sists of three main parts:64

1. First, we determine the performance of a particular design taking into ac-65

count the different uncertainties following one of the available Uncertainty66

Quantification (UQ) techniques. The NIPC seems to be the best option67

based on its fast convergence and its easy implementation.68

2. Second, a metamodel is built using results from CFD simulations. That69

metamodel will be used to easily compute the mean drag coefficient of the70

airship as a function of some design variables. There are several kinds of71

metamodels (also known as surrogate models), but kriging metamodels72

provide a good balance between computational resources and accuracy73

[18][19]. Although RBF (Radial basis function) networks have not been74

used in this work, they can be a good alternative, as shown in several75
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studies [20].76

3. Finally, a non linear optimization solver is used to compute the optimal77

design, running sequentially the metamodel looking for minima.78

The remaining part of the paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 examines the79

non-intrusive Polynomial Chaos and how it can be used for the robust design80

of airships. Next, Section 3 describes how to build the metamodel based on the81

kriging theory and which is the best parameterization of the geometry. Then,82

the physics, solver and mesh setup of the CFD simulations are described together83

with their validation in Section 4. The overall view of the design methodology84

is finally given in Section 5, so it can be applied to a realistic case of study in85

Section 6. At last, the relevant conclusion are detailed in Section 7.86

2. Uncertainty Quantification using non-intrusive Polynomial Chaos87

As it has been mentioned previously, the NIPC has been selected as the88

method of uncertainty quantification. There are other methods than can be89

used as alternative, such as Monte Carlo simulations [21] or most probable90

point based methods [22]. Many of these methods have proven to have fast91

convergence and simple implementation such as those studied by Piazzola et al.92

[23] and Quagliarella et al. [24]. Among those, the NIPC methods have been93

used for this work. Alternative methods could be implemented in a similar way.94

Previous research has established how NIPC can be used to determine the95

uncertainty effects in the aerodynamic coefficients [25, 26]. The reader can96

refer to [27] and the references therein for the mathematical development of the97

theory. Details of how the general theory can be applied to the particular case98

of the hull aerodynamics can be found below.99

In this case, the stochastic function to approximate is the volumetric drag co-100

efficient of the hull CD,v, which is a stochastic function because it depends on (at101

least) two stochastic variables: the wind intensity (U) and the turbulent levels102

Tu∞. The NIPC method approximates the stochastic solution CD,v(U, Tu∞)103

of our design problem by a finite linear combination of orthogonal polynomials104
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Φi of the 2 independent random variable S = (U, Tu∞) = (S1, S2) ∈ R2. So,105

the P th order approximation can be written as:106

CD,v(S) ≈ ĈD,v(S) :=
M∑
i=0

ĈD,v,iΦi(S), (1)

where ĈD,v,i are the NIPC expansion coefficients, and Φi(S) are the multivariate107

orthogonal polynomial basis function which can be written in terms of one-108

dimensional polynomial basis function φ
(li)
i (Si) of each random variable (U or109

Tu∞) according to the following relation:110

Φi(S) =
N∏
i=1

φ
(li)
i (Si), (2)

where
∑
li ≤ P and the coefficient M is the total number of basis functions111

and can be calculated as M =
(
N+P
M

)
.112

The polynomial base is orthogonal under the following vector product:113

〈φi(Si), φj(Si)〉 = δij〈φi(Si)2〉, (3)

where < ·, · > is defined as the expectation operator:114

〈f(Si), g(Si)〉 =

∫
f(Si)g(Si)ρi(Si)dSi, (4)

being ρi(Si) the probability density function corresponding to the ith random115

variable Si and δij the Kronecker delta function.116

In order to compute each of the coefficients ĈD,v,i, we can apply the expec-117

tation operator to the orthogonal polynomial Φi(S) which yields to the following118

equation:119

ĈD,v,i =
1

〈φi(S)2〉

∫
CD,v(S)Φi(S)%(S)dS. (5)

where % is the joint probability density function %(S) =
∏
ρi(Si).120

The integral of Eq. (5) can be approximated by quadrature, so the following121

expression is obtained:122

ĈD,v,i(U, Tu∞) =

m1∑
k1=1

m2∑
k2=1

CD,v(Uk1 , Tu∞k2
)

Φi(Uk1 , Tu∞k2
)

〈Φi(Uk1 , Tu∞k2
)2〉

q∏
j=1

ωj , (6)
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being Ukj and Tu∞kj
with j = 1 · · · q the quadrature points of the j- component123

of the random vector S, mi denotes the integration points number of each124

random variable and ωj is the quadrature jth-dimension weight of the point125

Skj
.126

Once the coefficients have been computed, the expected value µ and variance

σ of Y(S) can be estimated using the following equations:

µ(CD,v) ≈ ĈD,v,0, (7)

σ(CD,v) ≈

√√√√ p∑
i=1

〈φ2i 〉ĈD,v,i. (8)

Thus, to determine the mean and standard deviation of a particular hull127

design, it is only needed to evaluate that design in each of the quadrature points128

previously defined.129

3. Parameterization and kriging metamodeling130

Although the NIPC theory reduces the number of CFD simulations needed131

to determine the mean CD,v of each design, the time that takes to evaluate all132

the quadrature points remains too high. Thus, it is still necessary to create a133

metamodel in order to find the optimal design. That metamodel will compute134

the estimated mean drag coefficient for certain design variables. The number of135

these design variables should be as low as possible although the parameterization136

has to be able to represent the geometry of the hull correctly. That is why137

it is important to correctly choose the shape parameterization. Up to this138

point, there are many families of parameters which can be used to do that.139

For example, Du & Leifur [28] chose B-splines while Mader & Martins [29]140

used Free-form deformation (FFD) instead. However, the CST (Class/Shape141

Transformation) Universal parametric geometry representation method [30] was142

chosen in this case. The main reason is that this method has been shown to143

accurately represent any realistic hull geometry with a minimum number of144

variables [31]. It is worth noting that, in this method, the number of variables145
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to be used can be chosen by the user, depending on the required accuracy. This146

differs from other methods such as the Gertler-58 series, in which the number147

of variables is always 5.148

A brief description of how to apply it is given below.149

First, the non-dimensional spatial coordinates are defined as ψ = x/c and150

ζ = y/c. Then, the so-called component shape functions are defined as:151

Si(ψ) = Kiψ
i(1− ψ)n−1, (9)

in which Ki is computed with the following formula:152

Ki =

 n

i

 =
n!

i!(n− i)!
, (10)

so the overall shape function equation for the upper surface is:153

Su(ψ) =
n∑
i=1

Aui · Si(ψ). (11)

On the other hand, the class function is defined as:154

CN1

N2
(ψ) = ψN1(1− ψ)N2 , (12)

and, depending on the the thickness of the trailing edge:155

∆ζhull =
yTE
c
, (13)

the hull generatrix is given by the following expression:156

ζhull = CN1

N2
(ψ) · Su(ψ) + ψ ·∆ξhull, (14)

in which the coefficients Aui for a particular design can be determined using157

least squares method.158

Once the geometry parameterization is done, the metamodel creation can be159

started. Kriging techniques interpolate the value of a random field (the mean160

CD,v in our case) at an unknown design parameters from previously compute161

designs. Kriging computes the best linear unbiased estimator (refer from now162
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on as ĈD(x0)) based on a stochastic model determined by the expectation and163

covariance function of the random field [32].164

Thus, the kriging metamodel is given by a linear combination [33]:165

ĈD(x0) =
n∑
i=1

wi(x0)CD(xi), (15)

in which the parameters wi are computed so the variance:166

σ2
k(x0) := Var

(
ĈD(x0)− CD(x0)

)
, (16)

is minimized subject to the unbiasedness condition:167

E[Ẑ(x)− Z(x)] =
n∑
i=1

wi(x0)µ(xi)− µ(x0) = 0. (17)

In general, at first, coarse kriging metamodel is generated. Some of the168

samples are reserved as test points, so the Mean Square Error MSE can be169

computed as:170

MSE =
1

n

n∑
1

(ĈD(xi)− CD(xi))
2. (18)

Then, that error is reduced adding infill points to the model [34, 35].171

In the present study, the Kriging metamodel has been implemented using172

the pyKriging [36] toolbox, recently used in other aerodynamic studies such as173

Chen et al. [37] and Habermann et al. [38].174

4. CFD model and validations175

As it has been mentioned before, a large number of CFD simulations are176

required to build the stochastic metamodel. To minimize the computational177

time, only axysimmetric simulations are considered, which have obtained good178

results in previous studies [39] about airship aerodynamics. Steady RANS equa-179

tions are solved by the SIMPLE algorithm with a second order upwind scheme180

applied to the convection terms. For all the simulations no wall function has181

been used and the maximum size of the first cell was selected so y+ is equal182

or less than 1. OpenFoam has been selected as the CFD solver due to: 1) it183
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(a) Leading Edge (b) Trailing edge

Figure 1: overview of the mesh

has been largely proven for external aerodynamics [40], and 2) its automatic184

parallelization capabilities. This election is consistent with past studies. For185

example, Jouebert and Le Roy [41] studied, using OpenFoam, the effect of the186

grid coarseness and numerical schemes on Lighter-than-Air (LTA) aircraft.187

For each simulation, a rectangular domain and a structured, hexagonal,188

2-dimensional mesh around each design was created using the meshing tool189

blockMesh, supplied in OpenFoam [42]. Each mesh file has 2.4× 104 cells and190

the domain dimensions are [−2.5L, 7.5L]× [−2.5L, 2.5L] being the airship (of191

length L) centered at the point (0, 0). An overview of the mesh used can be192

seen in Figure 1.193

Based on previous work [43][44][5], the RANS model selected is the SST

Menter k − ω [45] although other models such as realizable K − ε and Spalart-
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Allmaras are frequently used [46]. In this model, the equations to solved are:

∂ūi
∂xi

= 0, (19)

∂ūi
∂t

+ ūj
∂ūi
∂xj

+ u′j
∂u′i
∂xj

= f̄i −
1

ρ

∂p̄

∂xi
+ ν

∂2ūi
∂xj∂xj

. (20)

The eddy viscosity can be computed as νT = k
ω , while k and ω are calculated

resolving the following PDEs:

∂(ρk)

∂t
+
∂(ρujk)

∂xj
= P − β∗ρωk +

∂

∂xj

[
(µ+ σkµt)

∂k

∂xj

]
, (21)

∂(ρω)

∂t
+
∂(ρujω)

∂xj
=

γ

νt
P − βρω2 +

∂

∂xj

[
(µ+ σωµt)

∂ω

∂xj

]
+ 2(1− F1)

ρσω2
ω

∂k

∂xj

∂ω

∂xj
,

(22)

in which the following closure coefficients and auxiliary relations are used:

P = τij
∂ui
∂xj

, (23)

τij = µt

(
2Sij −

2

3

∂uk
∂xk

δij

)
− 2

3
ρkδij , (24)

Sij =
1

2

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj
∂xi

)
, (25)

µt =
ρa1k

max(a1ω,ΩF2)
, (26)

F1 = tanh
(
arg4

1

)
, (27)

arg1 = min

[
max

( √
k

β∗ωd
,

500ν

d2ω

)
,

4ρσω2k

CDkωd2

]
, (28)

CDkω = max

(
2ρσω2

1

ω

∂k

∂xj

∂ω

∂xj
, 10−20

)
, (29)

F2 = tanh
(
arg2

2

)
, (30)

arg2 = max

(
2

√
k

β∗ωd
,

500ν

d2ω

)
. (31)

The turbulence free-stream boundary conditions [47] are related to the inflow

velocity U and the turbulent levels Tu∞ by the following equations:

k =
3

2
(UTu∞)2, (32)

ω =

√
k

l
, (33)
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in which l is the turbulent length scale, estimated as the 0.5% of the airship194

length.195

In order to validate the mesh and CFD configuration, the results obtained196

for the ZHIYUAN-1 [48] are compared with those of Manideep and Rajkumar197

[39] and Wang, Fu, Duan and Shan [48]. The generatrix is given by the following198

equations:199

y =


f ′r[rnF1(z) + k1F2(z) +G1(z)]1/2

f ′r[s
2
tF3(z) +

(
1−xm
xm

)2
k1F4(z) +G2(z)]1/2

f ′r[cp(1− z)]

0 < x < xm, z = x
xm
,

xm < x < xp, z = 1−x
1−xm ,

xp < x < 1, z = x,

(34)

in which:

F1(z) = −2z(z − 1)3, (35)

F2(z) = −z2(z − 1)2, (36)

G1(z) = z2(3z2 − 8z + 6), (37)

F3(z) = −z2(z − 1)3, (38)

F4(z) = −z3(z − 1)2, (39)

G2(z) = z3(6z2 − 15z + 10), (40)

and the constants xm = 0.3935, xp = 0.7570, rn = 0.5071, k1 = 0.2913, cp =200

2.7351, f ′r = 0.1516 and st = 3.2361. The CST coefficients will be calculated in201

the Section 6.202

The case of simulation corresponds to a Reynolds number Re = ρvL
µ =203

2.4× 106.204

A grid verification study was conducted by varying the number of total cells.205

Five different meshes were tested, the results of which can be seen in Table 1.206

Mesh number 4 was chosen to reduce the calculation time while maintaining207

sufficient accuracy. In all cases, the y+ number remains below 1.208

Figure 2 shows a good agreement between studies for the distribution of the209

pressure coefficient cp. The CDv = 2D
ρV 2
∞S

obtained is 2.42 × 10−2 which differs210

only a 1.4% from the results of Wang, Fu, Duan & Shan [48] and 5.9% from211
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Table 1: Grid verification study

Grid CDv % difference (finest grid) N cells

1 2.19× 10−2 -9.7% 1.6× 104

2 2.31× 10−2 -5.1% 1.8× 104

3 2.4× 10−2 -1.2% 2.0× 104

4 2.42× 10−2 -0.5% 2.4× 104

5 2.43× 10−2 0 2.8× 104

Manideep & Rajkumar [39].212

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
x/L

−0.4

−0.2

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

c p

Simulated
Manideep
Wang

Figure 2: Distribution of cp along the airship length.

5. Design methodology213

Once the theory of the NIPC and the kriging techniques has been review,214

it is time to join both theories in order to solve the aerodynamic optimization215

problem. That can be resumed into the following steps:216

1. The geometry of a baseline design is parameterized using a certain number217

of parameters. For each of that parameters, its interval of validity is218

determined. The number of variables should be set by the user according219

to the desired accuracy.220
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2. The design space, defined by the previous intervals, is randomly sampled,221

obtaining N different hull geometries to evaluate. This is usually done222

applying the Latin hypercube sampling technique [49].223

3. Each of the geometries is evaluated, computing its mean CD,v using the224

NIPC.225

4. Once the results are obtained, the first kriging metamodel is created. Some226

of the results are used as test points.227

5. To reduce the Mean Squared Error of the model, new infill points are228

originated and evaluated.229

6. The previous step is repeated until the MSE is sufficiently small.230

7. Then, the metamodel is ready to be use by any nonlinear programming231

solver. The results of the optimization is the geometry which has the lower232

mean CD,v.233

8. Finally, the design can be validated using, for example, a Montecarlo ex-234

periment. The results can be also analyzed to gain insights of the problem235

physics.236

In Fig. 3, the flow diagram of the optimization algorithm is shown with all237

its relevant parts.238

It is worth noting that, in this case, the kriging model has as input variables239

the geometrical parameters of the hull. The output of the model is the average240

drag coefficient, taking into account the probability distribution of the wind241

speed and turbulence index. The uncertainty associated with these two variables242

should not be confused with that of the kriging model. To train the metamodel,243

therefore, a database is required in which we have combinations of geometric244

parameters and the average resistance coefficients obtained with them. This245

coefficient is estimated for each combination of geometric variables using the246

UQ algorithm.247

Due to the large number of simulations required by the optimization algo-248

rithm, an adequate parallelization method should be used. Taking advantage of249

the properties of the UQ algorithm, the following method based on supercom-250
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Figure 3: Flow diagram of the proposed optimization algorithm

puting is proposed:251

1. For each design, the CFD simulations of all the quadrature points are252

configured in a local workstation.253

2. Then, the different cases are uploaded to the supercomputing center. Each254

of the cases can be run by a different computer node.255

3. Likewise, each of the simulation is easily parallelized inside the node256

thanks to OpenFoam.257

4. Finally, the results are recompile in the local workstation where the meta-258

model is built.259

Thus, two levels of parallelization can be found. This makes the algorithm260

easily scalable to a higher number of uncertainties, design variables or CFD261

complexity.262
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6. Case of study263

Next, we apply the optimization algorithm to a HAPS airship operating in264

the stratosphere (20 km) at a latitude of 30◦N. That airship carries 250 kg of265

payload which means that its length would be around L = 250 m with today’s266

technology [1].267

6.1. UQ algorithm268

Following the statistical study done in previous works [50], the cumulative269

distribution of the wind can be computed based on NCEP Reanalysis data270

provided by the NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSL, Boulder, Colorado, USA [51]. As it271

has been mentioned before, that wind intensity follows a Weibull distribution,272

so the probability density function (PDF) is given by the equation:273

f(t) =
β

η

(
t− γ
η

)β−1
e−( t−γη )

β

. (41)

in which η is the scale parameter, β is the shape parameter and γ is the location

parameter. Following a least-squares adjustment, the parameter of the Weibull

distribution which best fit the observational data are:

η = 9.715, β = 1.672, γ = 0.202. (42)

Hence, the mean wind intensity is 8.9 m/s.274

Then, it is needed to estimate the probabilistic distributions of the turbu-275

lence levels. However, the wind data at that height is scarce and a full study of276

the stratospheric characteristics is out of the scope of the present study. In this277

study, the approach followed in [26] is adopted: the turbulence levels will be278

assumed to follow a normal distribution of mean Tu∞ = 0.07% and standard279

deviation σ = 0.03%.280

The joint distribution of the wind intensity and turbulence levels affects281

the turbulent kinetic energy k and specific turbulent dissipation rate. Figure 4282

shows the different CDFs of the variables which affects the CFD simulations.283

Once the probabilistic distribution of the wind intensity and turbulence lev-284

els is determined, the UQ method has to be configured. Both, the order of285
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Figure 4: Cumulative distribution function of wind intensity U , turbulent kinetic energy k

and specific turbulent dissipation rate ω.

polynomial expansion and the one of quadrature, are set to 3 as a trade-off286

between accuracy and computational cost. Therefore, Equation (5) will be ap-287

proximated by evaluating CD,v(Uk1 , TLkq ) at 16 different quadrature points,288

according to Equation (6). In this way, the average resistance coefficient can be289

determined.290

6.2. Metamodel generation291

After the NIPC model is configured, it is time to build the kriging model.292

The first step is to discretize the hull geometry and determined in which range293

the parameters can varies. As baseline design, the ZHIYUAN-1 geometry was294

selected, given by Equation (34). If the airship length is set to L = 250 m, the295

volume is V = 7.5 × 105 m3. The optimization is done for a constant airship296

length (so the Reynolds number is equivalent for all the cases) and volume.297
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Then, the CST method is applied. The number of parameters (Aui) for this298

method was fixed to 8 because it was enough to almost replicate the baseline299

geometry. These will be the design variables of this case of study. For the300

baseline design, this parameter were computed using the least squares methods301

obtaining:302

Au0b = 0.0868, Au1b = 0.1863, Au2b = 0.0354, Au3b = 0.4371,

Au4b = −0.3458, Au5b = 0.7976, Au6b = −0.2756, Au7b = 0.7052.

In order to find the optimal geometry, we found the metamodel f̂ which com-303

pute the mean volumetric drag coefficient in function of that 8 design variables.304

To reduce the computational requirements, the design variables are constrained305

to the interval Aui ∈ Auib ± 0.05 although it is enough to represent all the rea-306

sonable designs. Firstly, 200 samples were randomly generated by means of the307

Latin hypercube sampling technique. These samples are evaluated, each one 14308

times (one per quadrature point), and the results are introduced in the kriging309

metamodel. From these 200 points, 50 were selected as test points. Then, using310

the Mean Square Error MSE as the infill criteria [52] another 800 samples are311

generated and evaluated, of which 200 are test points. Thereafter, the MSE was312

small enough (MSE< 10−3), so the third phase of the algorithm design can be313

started. In any case, the number of kriging points will vary depending on the314

required accuracy and the characteristics of the problem in question.315

6.3. Non linear optimization and validation316

Once the metamodel is finished, it is time to solve the non-linear optimiza-317

tion problem. In order to do that, there are different algorithms such as the318

Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm or the Sequential Least Squares Programming.319

However, the optimal design can be very different from the baseline design, so320

it is better to choose a method that could find global minima. Thus, the solver321

selected was the differential evolution algorithm described by Storn & Price [53]322

and implemented in Scipy [54].323
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Figure 5: Comparison of the geometries. Top image: optimal hull geometry compared against

the baseline design. Bottom image: difference between the optimal design (yo) and the baseline

design (yb).

The optimal geometry is shown in Figure 5. The thickness ratio (defined324

as the maximum diameter divided by the total length) of the optimal design325

is 8% greater than in the baseline design (0.165 vs 0.152). Furthermore, the326

localization of the maximum thickness moves rearwards: in the optimal design327

it is located at x/L = 0.47 while in the baseline design it is at x/L = 0.38.328

Finally, we can verify that the optimal design is actually more robust than329

the baseline design. In order to check that, a Montecarlo experiment is per-330

formed. For both, the baseline and the optimal design, 103 combinations of U331

and Tu∞ are generated and evaluated. The CD,v distribution for both designs332
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can be found in Figure 6. Indeed, the optimal design achieve a mean CD,v of333

2.45×10−2 instead of the 2.6×10−2 achieved by the baseline design, which rep-334

resents an improvement of the 6%. These values can be computed integrating335

the PDF, following the Equation:336

µ(CD,v) =

∫
CD,v%CD,vdCD,v (43)

where %CV,d is the PDF of CV,d. As the hull contribution to the total drag is337

between 60-70%, that is equivalent to a 4% reduction of the total drag. Addi-338

tional improvements can be achieved by optimizing other components such as339

fins or propellers.340

1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5
CD, v×102

0.00

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

PD
F
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Figure 6: PDF of the CD,v for both designs.

As the optimal design is less flat-nosed than the original one, it is of par-341

ticular interest to analyze how this affects the viscous and pressure forces that342

contributes to the drag. Figure 7 shows the drag coefficient cumulative distribu-343

tion along the airship length. It proofs how the improvement in CD,v is achieved344

mainly by the reduction of the viscous drag coefficient.345

Figure 8 shows the velocity field around both airship. The results are in346

accordance with what was shown in Figure 7: optimal design achieves reduced347

overpressure generated at the leading edge in exchange for a slightly increased348
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Figure 7: Drag coefficient cumulative distribution along the airship length. The lines are the

mean value, and the shading represents the confidence interval.

size of the turbulent wake.349

Figure 8: Velocity field for the optimal design (top) and baseline design (bottom).

7. Conclusions350

This study has presented a methodology to optimize stratospheric airship351

hulls in an uncertain design scenario. The NIPC theory has been used to com-352

pute the mean volumetric drag coefficient of the proposed hull shapes and two353

sources of uncertainty have been considered: the wind intensity and the tur-354

bulence level at the stratosphere. The NIPC theory can be used to evaluate355
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different design geometries and build a kriging metamodel which, finally, can be356

used to found the optimal design.357

As a particular application, the hull geometry of a HAPS airship has been358

optimized. Operating at 20 km and 30°N, we have used as starting point the359

geometry of the ZHIYUAN airship for a fixed length of L = 250 m and a volume360

of 7.5 × 105 m3. That volume is enough to carry about 250 kg of payload.361

The envelope shape has been discretized using the CST method and the non362

linear optimization problem was solved using a genetic algorithm. When the363

uncertainties are considered, the shape is more tail-nose.364

Considering that to evaluate every design under the different flight conditions365

it is required to perform several CFD simulations, an adequate parallelization366

of the algorithm is desirable, so it can easily escalate for larger cases of study.367

In this example, each of the quadrature points is simultaneously evaluated in a368

different computing node, obtaining a relevant reduction in the computational369

time.370

In order to check the utility of the present design method, a Montecarlo371

experiment has been done generating numerous samples of wind intensity and372

turbulence levels. For each sample, the performances of the stochastic and de-373

terministic designs have been computed. The results show that the stochastic374

design reduces the mission-averaged drag coefficient of the hull by a 6% (ap-375

proximately, 4% of the total airship drag). This gain is of utmost importance376

for HAPS operations [10, 15].377

In total, more than 15000 CFD simulations has been done to perform this378

study. While that fact might be limiting for many applications, this work is379

an example of the new possibilities that the increase in computation power is380

bringing.381

Future work will investigate the hull design under more complex operational382

scenarios, including the effect of more variables such as the surface roughness383

and how new parallelization schemes can reduce the total computational cost.384
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